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I had the pleasure to perform in four Shaar productions back in the late 1980s — Two 

By Two, Seven Brides for 7 Brothers, 42nd Street, and just when I thought I could only 

be in shows with numbers in their titles, West Side Story. 

I have so many amazing memories, mostly thanks to the incredible friendships I forged. 

Back then, there was nothing better than spending Tuesday and Thursday nights and all 

day on Sunday rehearsing, sometimes even extending the fun with a trip out afterward 

for a pot of tea at Café Santropol. 

I certainly learned a lot about theater and performing from the director, musical director 

and choreographer but the memory I’d like to share with you actually revolved around 

costuming and the fabulous Beth Shore. 

Beth, a professional costume designer, lent her skills to the Shaar Players every year 

and it was fabulous to watch her work, creating masterpieces out of scraps. I had the 

pleasure of spending a lot of time with Beth outside of rehearsals since she and my 

mother — who took on the thankless job of producing the Shaar shows in order to 

spend more time with her children — became best friends. 

Beth Shore was a theater diva. She definitely liked things done her way. Once, in fact, 

she told me that she absolutely hated it if actors complained about their costumes. 

Cut to a year or so later when Beth was outfitting me for my role as Dorothy Brock, the 

seasoned Broadway star of 42nd Street. Beth put me in a posh black dress, and then 

took a fur wrap out of her bag and placed it around my shoulders. All I could see were 

little animal feet dangling all along the edge, and a head, starting at me with dead eyes, 

on one end. I stiffened up, but said nothing. Slowly, and completely out of my control, 

my eyes started filling up with tears. But I still said nothing. Beth, however, took one 

look at me, grabbed the fur from my shoulders, threw it on the floor and said “You don’t 

have to wear that.” She gave me gloves and a hat and sent me on my way. 

I’ve often told this story to the students I direct in shows. I won’t tolerate them 

complaining about their costumes — as a director I have a vision and the actors I work 

with need to accept that. And though I famously joke that I can only sew with a glue 

gun, unlike Beth, the truth is that the glue gun I still use for creating costume pieces is 

the first glue gun I ever had, and it was a gift to me for my 18th birthday from the 

amazing Beth Shore. 

 


